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A FRIEND 1
The American Indian had a friend. A true friend that they have never '
heard of', or ever knew he existed. Why? Because the existence of this
friend has been completely erased from world history. Not by an accident
but bij a planned covert action which makes all world history for a period
of about l,lOO years in error and not correct. This unknown friend set the
legal patterns for all world nations that deal with lndian tribes and nation
of America by establishing set rules to treaties.
To prove that no Indian has ever heard of and no Historian has not
placed his existence in its proper time and place, I'll give you his name:
schuster Inc. A oULF+wEsTERN COMPANY.
I believed such a friend existed even when references gave no possibili
of such an existence, only that a possible country might show up at a later'
date because when on March 11,1972 at I presented to the church
of Home through the Missions in the state of California, AN INDIAN I/LANIFESTO
occupied one Mission by proxy occupied not only the Missions in
SSW’ Mexico and the United`but whe1°ever",‘ Secular' treaties existed.
 When Mexico won its independance from the country of Spain and at the
finish of the war between Mexico and the United States, the treaty of
Guadalupe could not omit the conditions of these treaties.
Before the treaty could be final a longdrawnout study costing many
millions of dollars by the U.S.Department of the Interior was done. The «
complex conditions of this treaty had to be met because Secular treaties
are precise on the fact that the Indian on these`te1^1^itor'ies is the only
one that can be _a citizen. No others! l
The following pages are an exact còpy of this Manifesto which will
surprise you on the exact stipulations. Remember there are only 8 here
out of hundreds whíchjríghten many because of its demands that had to
be met.

